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market cap: $33.8 billionp/e: 8.8leveraging on south koreas strong global reputation as a technology
hub, lg display is building a strong business selling lcd panels to manufacturers worldwide. the firm is
forecast to grow 9 percent in 2012, according to thomson reuters. lg display is the only company on
our list that has increased profit in each of the past four years.the company has moved toward mass

production for a wider array of products, including mobile phones, tvs, mp3 players and digital
cameras.it is set to benefit from the rise of lcd panels in tablet computers and smartphones. its
display business contributed more than $4.6 billion to earnings last year and its mobile panel

business is expected to reach $11.7 billion by the end of 2012, up 37 percent.the firm said it plans to
increase its global lcd panel capacity by 1.7 million this year, focusing on china, japan and latin
america. despite its stellar performance in the past year, the firm is struggling to raise its profit

margin amid competition from rival samsung. in the past year, the firms average profit margin has
fallen to 5.6 percent from 6.3 percent in 2010.the firm said it was mulling an ipo (initial public

offering) of as much as $13 billion this year but wasnt sure when it will happen.pictured: lg display's
building in yeouido, south korea. market cap: $21.9 billionp/e: 7.3according to reuters, nonghyup
insurance isnt mentioned in fitchs counter-cyclical ratios, which look at how a company is trading
relative to the s&p. nonghyup insurance has not had any credit-default swaps issued in 10 years.

exposure to the insurance sector has been a challenge for nonghyup, which has closed about half its
insurance-related businesses, according to a nonghyup official. the company has also had to

increase its reserves to cover potential payouts for legal claims and natural disasters.
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Many of South Koreas chaebol date to the period of Japanese occupation before the end of World
War II, modeling themselves after Japans powerful industrial and financial conglomerates, known as
zaibatsu. As U.S. and international aid flowed into Seoul [PDF] following the Korean War (19501953),
the government provided hundreds of millions of dollars in special loans and other financial support
to chaebol as part of a concerted effort to rebuild the economy, especially critical industries, such as
construction, chemicals, oil, and steel. Market cap: $3.5 billionP/E: NASamsung Electronics Co is the

worlds largest chipmakerThe firm was started by Lee Byung-chul, the younger brother of South
Koreas founding president, in 1938 as a hardware-testing manufacturer. The company officially

became Samsung in 1945, while continuing to grow, and then moved into computers in the 1990s.
Its semiconductor business, which produces memory chips, is the largest in the world.The firm is
named after Samsung founder Lee Byung-chul and his descendants.Its recent release of a new
microchip-producing plantin SouthKoreason Feb 3 helped spur a rally in South Korea stock in

February. The tech bellwether, however, is down 15.5 percent in the past 12 months to July 10.Firms
that sell technology-oriented goods generally do well in South Korea. But more recently, the rally in

share prices and rising prices of memory chips have begun to temper gains for the firms most
involved in supplying them. Even so, analysts expect them to outperform in the future.Park Jeong-
tae, chairman of the Korea Productivity Center, told Reuters in April that the firms tech businesses
had witnessed continued strong growth in the latest quarter, with memory prices reaching a record
high of $775 per gigabyte in the first quarter.More recently, analysts are betting on the possibility
that the firm will ink a deal in the near future to build chips for IBM Corp, another tech giant. The
news has sent the company up 14.3 percent this year. Reuters analysts said last week that while
Samsung was unlikely to announce a deal in the near term, there had been no developments to

suggest that the two firms were likely to enter into one. 5ec8ef588b
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